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Duffle Bag Bitches 2 brings back all of your favorite characters from the first book with even more twists
and turns. Dallas returns with a new mission to pull off with the help of the Duffle Bag Boys and Duffle Bag
Bitches.
Will Zane and Shannon’s new love be able to handle the stress of their lifestyle? Has Nisha learned to follow
directions? More importantly who is working with the police and why? Join the crew on this roller coaster
ride in the most anticipated sequel of the year.
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From Reader Review Duffle Bag Bitches 2 for online ebook

Torz&#x1f61d;Tha&#x1f4da;Junky&#x1f61c; says

This was a page turner. However, I was a little displeased with the repetitiveness within the book. Also the
editing needed to be better. Otherwise, the plot was awesome. I like these characters, they are full of
DRAMA.

Cherie says

Nice

Nice story.. Great read ready to read duffle bag bitches 3 ..good job Alicia Howard . let me see what else you
have written

Christine mccullar says

Man

I glad to see Mack is ok. I hop he finds the love he's looking for. I love Zane and Shannon together, until
next time let's see what happens next

Antoinette says

Damn these bitches is something else u got to love them and I do keep up the good work Alicia Howard
when is part three coming out.

Me'Tova Hollingsworth says

I rated this book 4 stars, because the editing was horrible. Words were repeated or missing, and I spent a
good bit of time going back and re-reading to make sure I had an understanding of what was going on. As
the story progressed, the editing got better, but there were still some errors and font issues. All and all, the
editing issues did not take away from the story by a long shot. The story was off the chain, and was worth the
wait. I just couldn't believe the ending! Talking about a SHOCKER!! I hope part three is right around the
corner, because I am just baffled at what went down, and I am anxiously awaiting the outcome of the DBBs.
Excellent storyline!



Tonia says

Did again

Them Duffle Bag Birches are dope. Jasmine need to get herself together before Korey take the kids and leave
her. Shannon needs to stop playing with Zane feelings. Nisha is up to something & I can't wait until they find
out. That damn Jay finally found love.. Glad Mac made it

DENISE says

Great

Seems like there will be a third book. The plot is great. Who is who and who is working for who. Dallas and
his crew are crazy. Risking their life for money. Well Dallas just commands. The crew are the one really
risking it. Plot is full of action and keeps your interest. I hope book three is out because I want to know how
this ends.

Shalitha says

Great book one of the best ive read so far

Omg this was a great series what's the next book I need it like yesterday plz let me know omg

Vanessa says

Good Read

I read part one as a collection of books. When I read this story I wanted to know what happened to the crew.
Thankfully I had part 2. I didn't get the satisfaction I was looking for, too messy, it had all kinds of scenarios
running through my head. Now a cliffhanger. Oh well onto the third book.

Shanta Shaw says

Well Well Well,this story was awesome, although there were grammatical errors it did not take away from
the story line. I enjoyed all the twist and turns that the story gave. Dallas and his team are bad to the bone
and I just love the DBB crew they are freaking awesome. Shannon is that chick that everyone loves at least I
did, and Zane was the man of the hour once again. Alicia this story was the bomb in my opinion. I am hoping
that your bring us the Final installment...the cliff hanger was a good one. Thanks for keeping me entertained.



Stephanie Wiley says

OH MY!!!

This is only book two ... I think I am going to enjoy this series but what's up with all these grammatical
errors!? I will give a proper review at the end of the series!

LITeraryQueenNika says

Wooooooow

That was so crazy mess. Dallas is a messed up individual but i guess he felt he did what he should to show he
means business. I hope everyone is good though especially since FBI showed up but nisha is acting
suspicious when she sneaks off when they come hmm mm. Do we have a snitch in the crew???

Andreana says

DBB

Yesssss OK you did that. These are some bad/good people in this story. I like I like I like. Thanks

reneeNaDaBomb says

Duffle Bag Bitches 2

Hurray, Mac is still alive, but at the hospital in a coma. I'm. really loving this series so much. Now that the
Manhattan, NY trip went off without a hitch, the crew is on their way back to the Lou! Bombs go off at the
airport before their flight leaves and Zane is hollering where is Shannon...where is my wife? Dang it time to
read book 3...oh yes!!!!

Shannon says

What. ...I can't believe how this ended had me all hyped up and on the edge of my seat what an amazing
series now I'm ready for the next book


